Flexibility
In addition to the strength/conditioning program, the coach must also provide training for the enhancement of
flexibility. Increased flexibility provides the gymnast with a greater range of motion, reduces the chance or severity of
injury, and produces a more aesthetic quality to the movements and skills. Once again, it is important for the coach
to supervise the flexibility exercises to insure proper body positioning, as well as to instruct and assist the athletes in
helping each other with stretching.
The following exercises are designed to improve flexibility of the following parts of the body: legs, shoulders, and
back.
Note: SP indicates starting position.

LEG FLEXIBILITY
HAMSTRING
Starting with Variation A for the beginner gymnast, continue to challenge the gymnast by using the additional
variations B-E. By the time the gymnast has achieved Level 3 status, she should be capable of performing
Variation E.
SP: Sit on the floor with the feet flexed against a wall.

A. Lean forward with a flat back to place the fingertips against
the wall.

B. Lean forward with a flat back to place the knuckles (fist) flat
against the wall.

C. Lean forward with a flat back to place the hands (palms) flat
against the wall.

D. Lean forward with a flat back to touch the chest to the
thighs and the nose to the knees.

E. Lean forward with a flat back to place the hands (palms) flat
against the wall and touch the chest to the thighs and the
nose to the knees.
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FORWARD SPLIT
Test on both the Right and Left side for all variations. Once the gymnast has mastered a variation, move on to the
next variation. Once the gymnast has achieved Level 3 status, she should be capable of a minimum of 150° split
on at least one leg.
SP: Kneel on one leg, with the front leg stretched straight
forward, hips squared.
Bend the front knee forward, keeping the front foot flat on the
floor. Press the hips forward, maintaining a squared hip position.
SP: Kneel on one leg with the front leg stretched straight
forward, hips squared. The back leg should be upright at a
90° angle, supported by a wall or mat.
B1

Lower the chest with a flat back to 45° with the leg straight.

B2

Bend the front knee forward, keeping the front foot forward
of the knee. Keep the shoulders in line with the hips.
Press the hips toward the floor to achieve a minimum of
120° split angle, maintaining squared hips.

B3

Lower the chest onto the thighs with a flat back to touch the
nose to the knees.

B4

Bend the front knee forward, keeping the front foot forward
of the knee. Keep the shoulders in line with the hips.
Press the hips towards the floor to achieve a minimum of
150° leg separation, maintaining squared hips.

SP: Kneel on one leg, with the front leg stretched straight
forward, hips squared.
Slide the front leg forward as the back leg straightens
to arrive in a forward split with a minimum of 120° leg
separation. While the ultimate goal is to achieve 180° split,
a minimum of 150° leg separation is a reasonable goal for
the Level 3 gymnast. Keep the hips squared and shoulders
aligned with the hips.

STRADDLE SPLIT
Tape the following “V” angles on the floor or the wall: 45°, 90°, 120°, 135°, and 150°.
SP: Sit in a straddle position on the floor or lie on the back with
the buttocks against the wall.
Separate the legs until they reach a minimum of 45° leg
separation. The gymnast should be capable of achieving a
minimum of 150° by the time she has achieved Level 3 status.
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Level 1 Vault Evaluation Points

1. Run accelerates, shows good form and technique and maintains speed to the board for the STRETCH JUMP.
2. The arms swing forward to a completely extended shoulder position with the feet on the board in front of the body
and show a tight straight body position during the STRETCH JUMP.
3. Achieves a vertical HANDSTAND position with the arms straight before and during the FALL TO STRAIGHT
LYING POSITION ON THE BACK.
4. Maintains a straight-hollow body position from support in HANDSTAND to BACK LYING POSITION with the
legs
together and feet pointed throughout the FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION ON THE BACK.

Level 1 Vault Table of Penalties
STRETCH JUMP ONTO A MINIMUM OF 16 INCHES OF MATTING
Up to 0.30 Failure to maintain horizontal running speed to the board
Approach

Up to 0.30 Excessive forward lean of body upon board contact
Each 0.30 Additional jumps on the board (double bouncing)
5.00 Running on the board and stepping up on the mat
Up to 0.50 Lack of height on Stretch Jump

Stretch Jump
from Board to
Mat

Up to 0.50
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30

Failure to maintain a stretched body position during jump
• Pike
• Tuck
• Arch

Up to 0.30 Incorrect arm and head alignment
Up to 0.20 Legs separated
Up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
Up to 0.50 Failure to land in demi-plié with control and proper body position
Up to 0.30 Incorrect direction

General

No deduction Run-approach without executing the vault (Balk)
Void • Touching the springboard or mat stack
HANDSTAND, FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION
Each up to 0.20 Failure to maintain arms next to ears while reaching for the mat

Approach

Up to 0.10 Failure to use levering action into the handstand.
Each 0.50 Extra kick up to handstand
Up to 0.50 Bent arms
Up to 0.30 Bent legs
Up to 0.20 Legs separated

Handstand

Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30

Incorrect alignment in the handstand
• Showing a shoulder angle less than 180 degrees
• Pike
• Arch

Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps on hands)
Up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
Post-Handstand
Landing
(Revised 6-12-13)

Up to 1.00 Failure to land in a straight lying position on the back
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Level 1 Balance Beam
Time Limit: 30 seconds
Please Note:
• Whenever high arm position is indicated, arms may be curved (crown) or straight.
• Whenever sideward-diagonally-upward arms are indicated, arms may be pressed slightly backward.
• Whenever the text states “step,” the proper dance technique is to step through the foot (toe, ball, heel) with the
feet turned out slightly.
• Whenever the text states relevé or the “lock” stand, the ankles should be turned out with the heels pressed
forward with the inner thighs turned out and pressed together.
The routine may be reversed in its entirety; however, no single element may be reversed unless indicated by
an asterisk. (*)
Starting Position (SP): Stand facing the beam. A board or raised surface (such as a folded panel mat) may be used
as a mounting surface, but must be removed as soon as possible after the gymnast has mounted. Space the mount
so that the pike lying position is near the end of the beam.

1. *JUMP TO FRONT SUPPORT MOUNT (0.20)

Place both hands shoulder-width apart on the beam and jump to a FRONT SUPPORT, finishing with the arms straight
and body extended. Lift the straight Right leg over the beam with a 90º turn Left, finishing in a straddle sit facing the
length of the beam.
ARMS: Move the Left hand backward beside the Right hand as the 90º turn is executed. Lift both arms forwardupward to high at the completion of the mount.
Up to 0.10 Failure to extend body in front support
Up to 0.10 Lack of continuity in ¼ (90°) turn to straddle sit
Points of emphasis: Posture and straight arms in front support and sit

2. PIKE LYING POSITION (0.40); RELEVÉ BALANCE (0.20)

Lower the torso backward to a back lying position on the beam, with legs straight and together. Simultaneously lift
both legs straight up at 90° to finish in a PIKE LYING POSITION, maintaining a flat back with hips on the beam.
ARMS: Reach backward to grasp the beam (either on top of or underneath) with the hands by the head.
Lower the legs and roll forward out of the Pike Lying Position. Bend the legs to step out on the Left foot, then the Right
foot to arrive in a tuck stand. Immediately extend both legs to finish in a RELEVÉ BALANCE “lock” stand. Hold two
seconds.
17
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2. *CARTWHEEL, ¼ (90º) TURN INWARD, LUNGE (0.60)

(If reversing the CARTWHEEL, step Left, Right [flat and relevé] and kick Left [flat and relevé]; continue reversing until
the feet are joined after the lunge.)
Step onto a straight Left leg (flat and relevé). Kick the straight Right leg forward-upward to a minimum of horizontal
(flat or in relevé). Step forward through the ball of the Right foot and execute a Right lunge (straight leg entrance is
also acceptable). Lift the Left leg backward-upward, maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and Left leg
while reaching for the floor. Continue this levering action and lift the Left leg backward-upward as the torso lowers.
Reach forward to place the Right hand sideways on the floor as the body turns 90° Left. Place the Left hand on the
floor sideways or slightly turned in (hands shoulder-width apart) as the Right leg pushes off the floor to execute a
CARTWHEEL Right. The head remains in alignment, with the shoulder and hip angle open, and focus under the Left
arm in order to see the floor on the step-down. Turn 90° inward to step down using the levering action to finish in a
Left lunge, pressing the Left knee and both hips forward.
ARMS: High, with open shoulder angle throughout and as the step down occurs.
Focus: During the Cartwheel, the head should be placed beside the Left upper arm, looking for the landing position of
the Left foot.
Close the Left foot beside the Right foot to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: Remain high.
0.10 Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement
Up to 0.30 Failure to pass through vertical
Up to 0.10 Failure to keep head in alignment
Points of emphasis: Body and head alignment; show levering action into and out

3. BACKWARD ROLL TUCKED (0.60)

Bend the knees to arrive in a tuck sit, keeping the feet on the floor. Begin rolling backward with the head tucked, chin
to chest. Immediately place the hands on the floor by the shoulders, palms down, fingers pointing toward the
shoulders. As the hips roll backward through vertical, push down against the floor and extend the arms, taking weight
off the head and neck to execute a BACKWARD ROLL TUCKED. Maintain the tuck position throughout the roll to
finish in a tuck stand.
Immediately extend the legs to finish in a straight stand.
(Revised 6-12-13)
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4. CANDLESTICK (0.20)

Bend the knees to arrive in a tuck sit, keeping the feet on the floor. Begin rolling backward to extend the body into a
CANDLESTICK position (high on the shoulders, toes pointed to the ceiling, hip angle open).
ARMS: Lower forward-downward to finish with palms resting on the floor in front of the buttocks OR maintain the
arms in high throughout.
Up to 0.20 Failure to maintain tuck position as buttocks touch floor
Points of emphasis: Body position with an open hip angle

5. BRIDGE, *BACK KICK-OVER (0.40)

Roll out of the CANDLESTICK to arrive in a straight sitting position with the legs straight.
ARMS: High on the sit.
Lower the body down to a back lying position with the knees bent and the feet flat on the floor, shoulder-width apart.
(The feet may also be together.)
ARMS: Place the hands on the floor, by the shoulders, with the palms down and the fingertips pointing toward the
shoulders.
Push down against the floor and extend the arms and legs to arrive in a BRIDGE position with arms straight,
shoulder-width apart or closer, and with the shoulders over or past the wrists. The legs are straight or bent. (The feet
may be shoulder-width apart or closer.)
FOCUS: Keep the head in a neutral position and maintain focus on the hands.
Kick the Right leg overhead while pushing off the floor with the Left leg to execute a BACK KICK-OVER. (It is
acceptable to move/adjust the Left foot in as the Right leg initiates the kick.) Pass through a vertical handstand
position with the legs separated and straight. Step down using the levering action to finish in a Right lunge, pressing
the Right knee and both hips forward.
(If reversing the BACK KICK-OVER, kick the Left leg overhead.)
ARMS: Finish the step down with arms in high; then open to sideward-diagonally-upward.
(If the BACK KICK-OVER was reversed, transfer the weight backward onto the Right foot, allowing the Left foot to
slightly rise off the floor, and then continue with the following text, as written.)
Up to 0.20 Shoulders not over hands in bridge position
Each 0.30 Extra kicks to establish inverted vertical position on back kick-over
Points of emphasis: Push shoulder over hands and maintain straight legs during kick-over
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STRAIGHT LEG LEAP (CONTINUED)
Up to 0.10 Bending the lead (front) leg on take-off
Points of emphasis: Posture; amplitude; even leg separation; coordination of arms with leap

9. TWO (2) 1/4-1/4 (90º + 90º) TURNS IN FORWARD PASSÉ (HEEL-SNAP)(0.40)

Step forward Right. Bend the Left knee and pull the pointed Left foot forward to touch the Right Knee (FORWARD
PASSÉ).
ARMS: On the step, lower both arms sideward-downward to side-middle. On the passé, move the Right arm to
forward-middle-curved for the preparation of the turns.
Push down on the floor (begin to relevé on the ball of the Right foot) and slightly lift the heel to begin to “snap” the
heel around to execute a ¼ (90º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ (HEEL-SNAP) to the Right. At the completion of the
turn, immediately lower the Right heel to the floor. Repeat the ¼ (90°) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ (HEEL-SNAP)
to the Right.
ARMS: Initiate the turn by closing the Left arm to forward-middle-curved. Maintain forward-middle-curved throughout
the turns.
FOCUS: Maintain focus on corner/side (side if gymnast is performing the routine along the side of the mat rather
than in the diagonal) as long as possible while the body turns, then quickly snap the head to the Right to focus on the
opposite corner/side.
Step forward onto the Left leg in demi-plié. Immediately straighten the Left leg to stand with the Right leg extended
backward, slightly turned out with the Right foot pointed on the floor. (The Right leg is allowed to plié or may remain
extended before the Right foot points on the floor.)
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward to crown; then open supplely sideward-diagonally-upward.
Immediately close the Right foot beside the Left foot to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: Remain in sideward-diagonally-upward.
Each 0.05 Failure to lower heel at completion of each turn
0.10 Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)
Points of emphasis: Posture; leg position and straight base (support) leg

10. SPLIT JUMP (60°)(0.40); PRESS TO RELEVÉ STAND

Demi-plié both legs. Push off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute
a SPLIT JUMP with a minimum of 60° even leg separation with the Right leg forward, Left leg behind. Land
simultaneously on both feet side-by-side in demi-plié, pressing through the balls of the feet to lower the heels onto the
floor.
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CROSS HANDSTAND (CONTINUED)
0.10 Incorrect (staggered) hand placement
Up to 0.30 Failure to attain vertical
Points of emphasis: Stretched body alignment through vertical; head in alignment with focus on hands;
show levering action in and out

3. LUNGE; ¼ (90°) TURNS; POSES; BACKWARD STEPS

(If the CROSS HANDSTAND was reversed, return to the text below by starting with the ¼ (90°) turn.)
Take a long step back with the Right leg to finish in a LUNGE position with the Left leg forward and the Left foot in
forced arch.
ARMS: Hands on hips.
FOCUS: Forward down the beam.
While turning ¼ (90°) to the Right, press to relevé on the Right foot to show a momentary straddle stand with both feet
in relevé.
ARMS: Sharply push (bending and straightening) the Left arm forward-upward to forward-middle.
FOCUS: Left, down the beam.
While turning ¼ (90°) to the Left, lower the Right foot to return to a LUNGE position with the Left leg forward and the
Left foot in forced arch.
ARMS: Lower the Left arm downward to place the Left hand on the Left hip.
FOCUS: Forward down the beam.
Take two STEPS BACKWARD, Left, Right, in relevé.
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward to crown.
RHYTHM: The rhythm for the LUNGE, ¼ TURNS is long (LUNGE), quick (¼ TURN), quick (¼ TURN), even
(STEP) even (STEP). (1, 2-3, 4, 5). The tempo of the last two STEPS is optional.

4. ROND DE JAMBE; ARABESQUE (45°) (0.40)

Lower the Right heel and simultaneously point the Left foot forward on the beam.
ARMS: Lower sideward-downward to side-middle.
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6. STRETCH JUMP; STRETCH JUMP (Each 0.40)

Straighten the Right leg and step forward Right.
ARMS: Lift the Left arm forward-upward to crown.
Close the Left foot behind the Right foot with both heels down on the beam and the feet slightly turned out.
ARMS: Lift the Right arm forward-upward to crown.
Demi-plié both legs.
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to low.
Push off the beam, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes with the legs together to execute
a STRETCH JUMP. During the JUMP, the inner thighs should press together resulting in the heel of the Right foot
pressing against the front of the Left foot. Land on both feet simultaneously in demi-plié, pressing through the balls of
the feet, to lower the heels toward the beam.
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward to crown. Lower both arms sideward-downward during the landing. (The arms
may lower anywhere from side-middle to low.)
Immediately jump off the beam, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes with the legs together
to execute a second STRETCH JUMP. Land on both feet simultaneously in demi-plié, pressing through the balls of
the feet, to lower the heels onto the beam, Right foot in front of the Left foot with the feet slightly turned out.
ARMS: Lift forward-upward to crown and remain in crown for the landing.
Extend both legs to finish in a straight stand (not in relevé).
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to low.
Each 0.10 Failure to land on both feet simultaneously
Up to 0.20 Insufficient continuity between jumps
Points of emphasis: Posture; pointed feet and height

7. TWO (2) ½ (180º) PIVOT TURNS (Each 0.20); PASSÉ POSE

Step forward Left and close the Right foot behind the Left foot in relevé “lock” stand.
ARMS: Lift forward-upward to crown.
Execute a quick/sharp ½ (180°) PIVOT TURN to the Right in relevé “lock” stand. Step forward with the Left leg to
close in front of the Right foot in relevé “lock” stand and repeat the ½ (180°) PIVOT TURN to the Right. Maintain
straight body alignment and high relevé throughout the TURNS.
ARMS: Remain in crown throughout both TURNS.
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TWO (2) ½ (180º) PIVOT TURNS; PASSÉ POSE (CONTINUED)
Lower the Right heel and bend the Left knee forward and pull the pointed Left foot forward to touch the Right knee
(forward PASSÉ).
ARMS: Leading with the backs of the wrists (palms up), circle both arms forward-downward to forward-middle.
Continue the circle by lowering both arms forward-downward-backward-upward to finish in sideward-diagonally
upward.
Each up to 0.10 Lack of sharpness in pivot turns
Points of emphasis: Hips squared; ½ (180°) turns completed; full relevé maintained

8. ½ (180º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ (HEEL-SNAP TURN) (0.40)

Step forward Left (flat or relevé).
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to low.
Step forward Right (not in relevé). Bend the Left knee forward and pull the pointed Left foot forward to touch the
Right knee (FORWARD PASSÉ).
ARMS: Lift the Right arm forward-upward to forward-middle curved. Simultaneously lift the Left arm sidewardupward to side-middle for preparation of the ½ 180° (HEEL-SNAP) TURN.
Push down on the beam (begin to relevé on the ball of the Right foot) and begin to “SNAP” the HEEL around to
execute a ½ (180º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ (HEEL-SNAP TURN) to the Right. Increase the relevé throughout
the TURN to finish the TURN in full relevé. At the completion of the TURN, immediately lower the Right heel back
onto the beam. Mark the position.
ARMS: Initiate the TURN by closing the Left arm to forward-middle curved. Maintain forward-middle curved
throughout the TURN.
Step forward onto the Left leg in demi-plié. Immediately straighten the Left leg to stand with the Right leg extended
backward slightly turned out, and the Right foot pointed on the beam. (The Right leg is allowed to plié or to remain
extended before the Right foot points on the beam.)
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward to crown; then open supplely sideward-diagonally-upward.
0.10 Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)
0.05 Failure to lower heel at completion of turn
Points of emphasis: Posture; correct leg position
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4. *HANDSTAND TO BRIDGE, *BACK KICK-OVER (120º) (0.60)

Untwist the torso and step forward onto a straight Left leg (flat or in relevé). Kick the Right leg forward-upward to
horizontal or above (flat or in relevé).
(If reversing the HANDSTAND TO BRIDGE, transfer the weight onto the Right leg as it extends, then kick Left.
Continue reversing to the lunge position.)
ARMS: Lift to high.
Step forward through the ball of the Right foot and execute a Right lunge (straight leg entrance is also acceptable).
Lift the Left leg backward-upward, maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and Left leg while reaching for
the floor. Continue this levering action and lift the Left leg backward-upward as the torso lowers. Place the hands
shoulder-width apart on the floor while pushing off with the Right leg to arrive in a handstand with legs together, head
neutral with a straight, tight body. Maintaining focus on the hands, continue to open the shoulder angle past the
hands and arch the upper back, lowering the straight legs toward the floor. Place the feet flat on the floor shoulderwidth apart or closer with the legs straight or bent to complete a HANDSTAND TO BRIDGE.
Immediately kick the Right leg overhead while pushing off the floor with the Left leg to execute a BACK KICK-OVER.
(It is acceptable to move/adjust the Left foot in as the Right leg initiates the kick.) Pass through a vertical handstand
position with the legs separated and straight, showing a 120º leg separation. Step down using the levering action to
finish in a Right lunge, pressing the Right knee and both hips forward.
ARMS: Remain in high. Open to sideward-diagonally-upward on the lunge.
Up to 0.10 Failure to maintain arms next to ears & focus on hands throughout
0.10 Failure to close (join) legs at vertical
Up to 0.20 Failure to push shoulders behind hands in bridging phase
0.10

Failure to land on feet simultaneously in bridge (no deduction for feet apart or legs
bent on landing)

Each 0.30 Extra kicks to establish inverted vertical position on back kick-over
0.30 Performs a tic-toc (legs remain separated throughout the entire skill)
Points of emphasis: Levering action into handstand; show handstand position; straight arms; controlled
backbend
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5. FORCED ARCH POSES

(If the HANDSTAND TO BRIDGE, BACK KICK-OVER was reversed, close the Right foot beside the Left heel and
lift the heel off the floor to finish in a forced arch as stated below.)
Close the Left foot beside the Right foot and lift the Left heel off the floor to finish in a FORCED ARCH.
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to low.
FOCUS: Forward.
Lower the Left heel to the floor and simultaneously lift the Right heel off the floor to finish in a FORCED ARCH.
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward sharply to forward-middle.
FOCUS: Down.
Lower the Right heel to the floor and simultaneously lift the Left heel off the floor to finish in a FORCED ARCH.
ARMS: Open to side-middle.
FOCUS: Forward.
The rhythm of these POSES should be 1, 2-3. (Slow, quick-quick)
Either lower the Left heel to the floor to finish with both feet side by side flat OR lift the Right heel off the floor to finish
in a straight stand with both feet in relevé.
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to finish low.
FOCUS: Optional.

6. *HANDSTAND FORWARD ROLL STEP-OUT WITH STRAIGHT ARMS (0.60)

(If reversing the HANDSTAND FORWARD ROLL STEP-OUT, step Right [flat or in relevé] and kick Left [flat or in
relevé].)
Step forward onto a straight Left leg (flat or in relevé). Kick the Right leg forward to horizontal or above (flat or in
relevé).
ARMS: Lift both arms upward to high.
Step forward through the ball of the Right foot and execute a Right lunge (straight leg entrance is also acceptable).
Lift the Left leg backward-upward, maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and Left leg while reaching for
the floor. Continue this levering action and lift the Left leg backward-upward as the torso lowers. Place the hands
shoulder-width apart on the floor while pushing off with the Right leg to arrive in a vertical HANDSTAND with legs
together, head neutral, focus on the hands, with a straight, tight, body position. Hold one second, then lean forward
past vertical. While maintaining STRAIGHT ARMS, lower the back of the head and shoulders onto the floor by
tucking the chin to the chest keeping the back rounded. Finish the HANDSTAND FORWARD ROLL STEP-OUT by
tucking the legs and pulling the knees close to the chest. STEP OUT on the Left foot, then the Right foot, to arrive in
a tuck stand with the Right foot in front of the Left foot. Immediately straighten both legs, shifting the weight forward to
finish
(Revised 6-12-13)
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8. BACKWARD ROLL TO PUSH-UP POSITION (0.40)

Bend the knees to arrive in a tuck sit, keeping the feet on the floor. Begin rolling backward with the head tucked, chin
to chest. With the arms straight and hands turned inward, reach back to place the sides of the little fingers (heel of the
hands) on the floor behind the head no wider than shoulder width, to execute a BACKWARD ROLL TO A PUSH-UP
POSITION (maintaining a hollow-body position) with the legs together and the balls of the feet on the floor.
ARMS: Remain in high.
Slide the feet forward while simultaneously bending the knees to arrive in a sitting/kneeling position with the buttocks
resting on the heels.
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward to crown.
0.30 Hands placed on floor during squat phase prior to rolling backward
Up to 0.10 Hands placed further than shoulder-width apart
0.20 Failure to show push-up position
Points of emphasis: Straight arms; hollow body in push-up position

9. FORWARD SPLIT (0.20)

Immediately raise the buttocks off the heels, extend the hips, and lift the Right leg forward to place the Right foot flat
on the floor, turned out in a ½ kneeling position with the Right ankle aligned in front of the Right knee with both hips
squared forward. Press both hips forward to create a brief Left hip flexor stretch.
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to place the hands on the hips.
Push on the Right foot to extend the Right leg and foot (including the toes) returning the hips to an upright position.
ARMS: Supplely lift both arms sideward-upward to finish sideward-diagonally-upward.
Slide the Right leg forward and straighten the Left leg to finish in a Right FORWARD SPLIT with the chest up.
ARMS: Push open supplely to side-middle.
Up to 0.20 Failure to achieve 180° split position (legs flat on floor)
Points of emphasis: Posture; straight legs and legs flat on floor
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11. ½ (180º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ (0.20)

Step forward Left (flat or in relevé), then point the slightly turned out Right foot forward.
ARMS: On the step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low. On the point, move the Right arm to forwardmiddle-curved for the preparation of the TURN. Simultaneously, lift the Left arm sideward-upward to side-middle.
Transfer the weight to the Right foot using one of the acceptable turn preparations listed in the Glossary. Execute
a 1/2 (180º) TURN to the Right in relevé, bending the Left knee forward and pulling the pointed Left foot forward to
touch the Right knee (FORWARD PASSÉ). Mark the position in relevé at the completion of the TURN. The heel is
allowed to lower after marking the position.
ARMS: The arms are in crown OR forward-middle-curved during the TURN. The pathway to move the arms from the
preparation into the TURN position is optional.
Step forward onto the Left leg in demi-plié. Immediately straighten the Left leg to stand with the Right leg extended
backward slightly turned out, and the Right foot pointed on the floor. (The Right leg is allowed to plié or to remain
extended before the Right foot points on the floor.)
ARMS: If the TURN was performed with the arms in forward-middle-curved, lift both arms forward-upward to crown;
then open supplely sideward-diagonally-upward.
Close the Right foot beside the Left foot to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to low.
0.10 Foot in incorrect position (not in forward passé)
0.30 Use of heel-snap turn technique
Points of emphasis: Immediate placement of free foot in forward passé position; complete 180° turn in
relevé; control at completion

12. *ROUND-OFF (0.40); FLIC-FLAC TO TWO FEET (0.60); REBOUND
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First Flight

See Vault General Faults
Up to 0.50 Arms bent
2.00 Completely bent arms causing head to contact vault table
Up to 0.30 Incorrect shoulder alignment (showing shoulder angle less than 180°)
Up to 0.50 Too long in support

Support
Phase

Up to 0.20 Alternate repulsion
Up to 1.00 Angle of repulsion (failure to leave vault table by vertical)
If the gymnast leaves the vault table by:
No deduction • Vertical
0.05 - 0.50 • 1° to 45° past vertical
0.55 - 1.00 • 46° - 89° past vertical

.05 – .50
45°
.55 – 1.00

Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps/hops on hands)
Chief judge-1.00 Touch of only one hand on vault table
VOID No hand support on vault table
Second
Flight

Landing
Phase

Up to 0.50

Insufficient height

Up to 0.30

Insufficient distance

0.30

Brush, touch, or hit of body on far end of vault table

Up to 0.10

Slight hop or small adjustment of feet

Up to 0.10

Extra arm swing(s)

Up to 0.20

Additional trunk movements to maintain balance

Up to 0.20

Incorrect body posture on landing

(Max. 0.40) Each 0.10

Taking steps after landing

(Max. 0.40) Each 0.20

Very large step or jump

Up to 0.30

Squat upon landing

Contacting the mat or apparatus with one or both hands or
with body after landing
0.30 • Brush, touch, or hit
0.50 • Support on hand(s) or fall onto mat or against apparatus
(Includes the fall) 2.00 Failure to land on the feet first on the mat
(Fall on apparatus)
0.50 + 2.00 = 2.50 •

Finishes in a sitting, lying or standing position on the vault table

Level 4 Vault Supplementary Skills
1.

Handspring over table onto stacked mats to back lying position
Stack mats behind the vault table to the height of the table. Execute a handspring vault with good rotation,
blocking through the shoulders and maintaining a tight straight-hollow body position. Land in a straight-lying
position on the back, with arms extended overhead.

2.

Handspring repulsion drill
Stack mats behind the vault table slightly higher than the table. Execute a handspring vault with the emphasis
on the shoulder block (quick and explosive extension of the shoulders immediately upon contact with the
table). The head remains neutral with focus on the hands. Arrive on the hands on the stacked mats.
Maintaining a straight-hollow body position with legs together, continue past vertical to land on the skill
cushion in a straight-lying position on the back.

3.

Front Salto Stretched
From a controlled run approach and hurdle onto a springboard, immediately swing the arms explosively
forward-upward while lifting the heels backward-upward to execute a Front Salto Stretched onto an 8-inch
skill cushion or solid foam pit. Complete the rotation to land on the feet with the body upright.
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CARTWHEEL ¼ (90º) TURN INWARD (CONTINUED)
0.10 Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement
Up to 0.30 Failure to pass through vertical
Points of emphasis: Correct body and head alignment; show levering action in and out

3. LUNGE; ¼ (90°) TURNS; POSES; BACKWARD STEPS

Press the Left heel off the beam to finish with the Left foot in forced arch.
ARMS: Lower the Left arm sideward-downward to place the Left hand on the Left hip. Simultaneously lower the
Right arm sideward-downward to low, then sharply push (bending and straightening) the Right arm forward-upward to
forward-middle.
FOCUS: Forward, down the beam.
While turning ¼ (90°) to the Right, press to relevé on the Right foot to show a momentary straddle stand with both feet
in relevé.
ARMS: Lower the Right arm forward-downward to place the Right hand on the Right hip. Simultaneously, sharply
push (bending and straightening) the Left arm forward-upward to forward-middle.
FOCUS: Left, down the beam.
While turning ¼ (90°) to the Left, lower the Right foot to return to a LUNGE position with the Left leg forward and the
Left foot in forced arch.
ARMS: Lower the Left arm to place the Left hand on the Left hip. Simultaneously, sharply push (bending and
straightening) the Right arm forward-upward to forward-middle.
FOCUS: Forward, down the beam.
Take two STEPS BACKWARD, Left, Right, in relevé.
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward to crown.
RHYTHM: The rhythm for the LUNGE, ¼ TURNS is long (LUNGE), quick (¼ TURN), quick (¼ TURN), even
(STEP) even (STEP). (1, 2-3, 4, 5). The tempo of the last two STEPS is optional.

4. ROND DE JAMBE; ARABESQUE (MINIMUM 45° BELOW HORIZONTAL);
SCALE (HORIZONTAL) (0.40)

Lower the Right heel while standing on a straight Right leg. Lift the turned out straight Left leg forward to a minimum
of 45° below horizontal. Immediately move the Left leg sideward, then backward, maintaining turn-out and an even
91
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ROND DE JAMBE; ARABESQUE (MIN. 45° BELOW HORIZONTAL); SCALE (HORIZONTAL) (CONTINUED)
height of the leg throughout the ROND DE JAMBE to finish in an ARABESQUE with the Left leg at a minimum of 45°
BELOW HORIZONTAL and slightly turned out. Pause. No hold required.
ARMS: Lower sideward-downward to side-middle.
Continue lifting the turned out Left leg backward-upward as the upper body tilts slightly forward to finish in a SCALE
with the Left (rear) leg held at a minimum of HORIZONTAL. The Left hip is allowed to “unsquare” slightly to show
turn-out in the SCALE. Hold one second.
ARMS: Side-middle, slightly backward.
Raise the torso and point the Left foot behind the Right.
ARMS: Move to side-middle.
Rond de
Jambe to
Arabesque

0.10

Failure to lift free leg to a minimum of 45º above the beam before rond de
jambe and in the arabesque
Failure to maintain a consistent height of leg throughout rond de jambe

0.05

Failure to pause in the arabesque

Each up to 0.10

Up to 0.20

Scale

Failure to lift free leg to a minimum of horizontal in scale

Up to 0.10 Failure to hold scale one second
Points of emphasis: Erect torso in arabesque; posture maintained during rond de jambe and while tipping
into and out of scale

5. STRAIGHT LEG LEAP (120º) (0.60); RELEVÉ “LOCK” STAND

Take a long step forward onto the Left foot in demi-plié, then swing the straight Right leg forward-upward, pushing off
the beam with the Left leg. Swing the Left leg backward-upward to execute a STRAIGHT LEG LEAP with a minimum
of 120º even leg separation in flight. Land on the Right leg in demi-plié with the Left leg extended backward, turned
out slightly in a low arabesque position. Pause.
ARMS: During the step, lower both arms sideward-downward to finish low at the sides of the body. During and on the
landing of the LEAP, use one of the three acceptable arm positions for LEAPS listed in the Glossary.
Close the Left foot behind the Right foot and demi-plié both legs.
ARMS: Move to low.
Extend both legs and relevé on both feet, sliding the feet together to finish in a RELEVÉ “LOCK” STAND.
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward to finish with both arms in forward-middle, sharply bent 90°, forearms parallel
to the beam, with one arm on top of the other (hands directly in line with the opposite elbow, either arm on top) slightly
separated. The palms sharply flip to face out away from the body.

Up to 0.10 Bending lead (front) leg on take-off
0.05 Failure to pause in low arabesque position on landing
Points of emphasis: Posture and amplitude; even leg separation
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FORWARD, BACKWARD LEG SWING; ½ (180°) PIVOT TURN; POSE (CONTINUED)
Immediately close the Right foot behind the Left foot in a relevé “lock” stand. Execute a quick/sharp ½ (180°) PIVOT
TURN to the Right. Maintain straight body alignment and high relevé throughout the TURN.
ARMS: Lift sideward-upward to crown.
Point the Right foot forward onto the beam as the heel of the Left foot is lowered onto the beam.
ARMS: Remain in crown.
Swing the Right leg backward to cross the Right calf in front of the Left shin to execute a POSE. The torso is allowed
to twist slightly to the Right.
ARMS: Lower the Left arm forward-downward to forward-middle. Simultaneously lower the Right arm sidewarddownward to side-middle.

8. SPLIT JUMP (120º) (0.40); STRETCH JUMP (0.40)

Straighten the Right leg and step forward Right.
ARMS: Lift the Left arm forward-upward to crown.
Close the Left foot behind the Right foot with both heels down and the feet slightly turned out.
ARMS: Lift the Right arm forward-upward to crown.
Demi-plié both legs.
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to low.
Push off the beam, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a SPLIT JUMP with a
minimum of 120º even leg separation with the Right leg forward, Left leg behind. Land simultaneously on both feet in
demi-plié, pressing through the balls of the feet to lower the heels toward the beam.
ARMS: Lift sideward-upward to side-middle during the SPLIT JUMP. Lower both arms sideward-downward during
the landing of the JUMP. (The arms may lower anywhere from side-middle to low.)
Immediately JUMP extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes with legs together to execute a
STRETCH JUMP. During the JUMP, the inner thighs should press together resulting in the heel of the Right foot
pressing against the front of the Left foot. Land on both feet simultaneously in demi-plié, pressing through the balls of
the feet, to lower the heels onto the beam, Right foot in front of the Left foot with the feet slightly turned out.
ARMS: Lift forward-upward to crown and remain in crown for the STRETCH JUMP and landing.
Extend both legs to finish in a straight stand (not in relevé).
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to low.
Split Jump

Up to 0.10
0.10

Failure to land with feet closed
Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

Points of emphasis: Posture; amplitude; correct leg alignment with even leg separation
Up to 0.20 Insufficient continuity between jumps
Stretch
Jump

0.10

Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

Points of emphasis: Posture; amplitude; pointed feet
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9. CROSS STEP; FORWARD STEPS

Take a STEP FORWARD Right on a straight leg (not in relevé) with the Right foot placed parallel on the beam (cross
position down the length of the beam).
ARMS: Arms remain low.
CROSS the Left foot behind the Right foot to STEP FORWARD Left toward the outside (Right side) of the Right foot
(not in relevé), finishing with the Left foot on the beam in front of the Right foot with Right calf touching the Left shin.
Simultaneously as the Left leg moves, the Right foot will press up to a forced arch with the Right leg in demi-plié. The
hips are allowed to slightly twist to the Left during the STEPS.
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward to crown.
Immediately STEP FORWARD in relevé on the Right; then Left foot. Close the Right foot behind the Left foot in
relevé “lock” stand.
ARMS: Making a circle, lower both arms sideward-downward-forward-upward to crown.
Demi-plié the Right leg and bend the Left knee forward and pull the pointed Left foot forward to touch the Right knee
(forward passé).
ARMS: Leading with the backs of the wrists (palms up), lower both arms forward-downward to forward-middle.
Extend the Right leg. The Left foot remains in forward passé.
ARMS: Lower both arms forward-downward-backward-upward to finish in sideward-diagonally-upward.

10. ½ (180º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ (0.40)

Step forward Left, then point the slightly turned out Right leg forward on the beam.
ARMS: On the step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low, and then lift the Right arm forward-upward to
forward-middle-curved. Simultaneously move the Left arm sideward-upward to side-middle for the preparation of the
TURN.
Transfer the weight onto the Right foot using one of the acceptable TURN preparations listed in the Glossary.
Execute a ½ (180º) TURN to the Right in relevé, bending the Left knee forward and pulling the pointed Left foot
forward to touch the Right knee (FORWARD PASSÉ). Mark the position in relevé at the completion of the TURN.
The heel is allowed to lower to the beam after marking the position.
ARMS: The arms are in crown OR forward-middle-curved during the TURN. The pathway to move the arms from the
preparation into the TURN position is optional.
Step forward onto the Left leg in demi-plié. Immediately straighten the Left leg to stand with the Right leg extended
backward slightly turned out, and the Right foot pointed on the beam. (The Right leg is allowed to plié or to remain
extended before the Right foot points behind on the beam.)
ARMS: If the gymnast chose forward-middle-curved arm position during the TURN, then lift both arms forward95
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STRADDLE JUMP (120º); STRETCH JUMP WITH ½ (180°) TURN (CONTINUED)
Close the Right foot (next to, in front or in back) to touch the Left foot in a turned out 1st, 3rd or 5th position. Demi-plié
both legs. Push off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a STRADDLE
JUMP with a minimum of 120° even leg separation. During the JUMP, the gymnast should show good turn-out with
the knees facing up to the ceiling. (The JUMP may be a side-split JUMP or a straddle-pike jump.)
ARMS: When closing the feet, continue circling the Right arm backward-downward to low. The Left arm lowers to
low. On the jump, lift both arms sideward-upward to sideward-diagonally-upward.
Land on both feet either in a turned out position (in 1st, 3rd or 5th) or feet side by side in demi-plié.
ARMS: Optional.
Immediately punch or extend both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes with the legs together to execute a
STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/2 (180º) TURN to the Right.
Land on both feet either in a turned out position (in 1st, 3rd or 5th) or feet side by side in demi-plié.
ARMS: Crown for the STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/2 (180°) TURN and landing.
Upon landing the STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/2 (180°) TURN, immediately perform a small rebound/jump (if landing in
1st, 3rd, or 5th), extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes with the legs together.
ARMS: Remain in crown.
Land the small rebound on the Right foot to finish in a Right side lunge with the Right leg in demi-plié, slightly turned
out, and the Left leg extended sideward with the Left foot pointed on the floor (turned out). The Right foot lands
slightly prior to the Left foot. The torso twists VERY slightly to the Right upon landing.
ARMS: Supplely lower the Left arm to slightly above forward-middle and then supplely lower the Right arm to slightly
above side-middle. (The Left arm is facing Corner 8 and the Right arm is facing Corner 2.)
FOCUS: Diagonally-upward toward Corner 8.
Straddle Jump

Up to 0.10

Stretch Jump
w/ ½ (180°) turn

Up to 0.10
Up to 0.10

Failure to land with feet closed
Failure to keep legs joined in air throughout the Stretch Jump with ½
(180°) turn
Failure to land with feet closed

Points of emphasis: Posture; amplitude; proper leg alignment

3. ½ (180º) OUTWARD TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ

Step forward Left in relevé (piqué) toward Corner 8.
ARMS: Lower both arms downward to low.
Execute a ½ (180º) OUTWARD TURN to the Right, bending the Right knee forward and pulling the pointed Right foot
forward to touch the Left knee (FORWARD PASSÉ).
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward through forward-middle-curved. Continue to lift forward-upward to crown.
FOCUS: Maintain focus on Corner 8 as long as possible while the body TURNS, then quickly snap the head to the
Right to focus on Corner 4.
Step backward Right (flat or relevé).
ARMS: Remain in crown.
Close the Left foot beside the Right foot, finishing in a straight stand (flat or relevé).
ARMS: When closing the Left foot, lower both arms supplely/sequentially (see Glossary) sideward-downward to low.
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SIDE STEPS; ÉCHAPPÉ; POSES (CONTINUED)
FOCUS: Forward.
The rhythm of these POSES should be 1, 2-3. (Slow, quick-quick)
Either lower the Left heel to the floor to finish with both feet side by side flat OR lift the Right heel off the floor to finish
in a straight stand with both feet in relevé.
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to finish low.
FOCUS: Optional.

6. FORWARD DANCE RUNNING STEPS; FORWARD PASSÉ HOP

Moving between Side 5 and Corner 6, take three long, low FORWARD DANCE RUNNING STEPS. Begin the
DANCE RUNNING STEPS by pushing off the Left foot while simultaneously reaching forward, transferring the weight
onto the Right foot in demi-plié. As the Right foot reaches forward toward the floor, the gymnast should work through
the foot starting with placing the toes on the floor first, then continue the step by working through the ball of the foot
and finally placing the heel on the ground to complete the STEP in demi-plié with the rear leg extended slightly off the
floor. Repeat this RUNNING STEP Left, Right.
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward to forward-middle-curved before the run and open to side-middle during the
run.
STEP forward onto the Left leg in demi-plié toward Corner 6.
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to low.
Push off the floor by extending through the Left hip, knee, ankle and toes to execute a FORWARD PASSÉ HOP.
During the HOP, bend the Right knee forward and pull the pointed Right foot up, touching the Left knee (FORWARD
PASSÉ). Land in demi-plié on the Left leg.
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward to crown.
FOCUS: Optional.
Immediately step forward onto the Right leg (turned out), passing through 4th position demi-plié. Straighten both legs
to stand with the Left leg extended backward and the foot pointed on the floor, both feet turned out.
ARMS: Open to sideward-diagonally-upward.
FOCUS: Forward-diagonally-upward.
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11. SIDE PASSÉ POSE; 1/1 (360º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ (0.40)

Step Left sideward off the diagonal line (toward Side 1) onto a straight leg with the Left foot turned out (flat or
in relevé). Simultaneously bend the Right knee outward and pull the pointed Right foot to touch the Left knee
(SIDEWARD PASSÉ). During the PASSÉ POSE, contract the torso sideward to the Left.
ARMS: Open the Left arm to side-middle. Simultaneously lift the Right arm sideward-upward to high.
FOCUS: Left.
Release the torso contraction and step Right sideward, returning to the diagonal line with the Right foot flat or in
relevé in a straddle stand (2nd position).
ARMS: Lower the Right arm sideward-downward to side-middle.
Step forward Left, then point the slightly turned out Right foot forward (toward Corner 2).
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to low, then lift the Left arm sideward-upward to side-middle and the
Right arm forward-upward to forward-middle-curved for the preparation of the turn.
Transfer the weight to the Right foot using one of the acceptable TURN preparations listed in the Glossary. Execute
a 1/1 (360º) TURN to the Right in relevé, bending the Left knee forward and pulling the pointed Left foot forward to
touch the Right knee (FORWARD PASSÉ). Mark the position in relevé at the completion of the TURN. The heel is
allowed to lower after marking the position.
ARMS: The arms are in crown OR forward-middle-curved during the TURN. The pathway to move the arms from the
preparation into the TURN position is optional.
Step forward onto the Left leg in demi-plié. Immediately straighten the Left leg to stand with the Right leg extended
backward slightly turned out, and the Right foot pointed on the floor. (The Right leg is allowed to plié or to remain
extended before the Right foot points on the floor.)
ARMS: If the TURN was performed with the arms in forward-middle-curved, lift both arms forward-upward to crown,
then open supplely sideward-diagonally-upward.
0.10 Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)
0.30 Use of heel-snap turn technique
Points of emphasis: Immediate placement of free leg to forward passé position; complete 360° turn in
relevé; control at completion

12. *BACK WALKOVER (150º) (0.40)

(If reversing the BACK WALKOVER step forward Right then brush the Left foot forward through first position and
point the Left foot forward.)
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Level 5 Vault
The gymnast may perform two vaults, with the better score to count.
Three running approaches are permitted if the gymnast has not touched the springboard and/or the mat stack. A
fourth approach is not permitted.

HANDSPRING VAULT

The number of running steps is optional. The run should be even and strong, accelerating to the hurdle onto the
board. During the preflight (first flight), the arms swing forward to complete shoulder extension, keeping the head
neutral, and the eyes focused toward the hands. Maintain a straight-hollow body position with the legs together and
hips extended. The gymnast rotates to an inverted position by driving the legs/heels backward-upward. Upon hand
contact, quickly and forcefully extend the shoulders to block against the vault table with straight arms, causing the
body to leave the vault table near vertical.
During the after-flight, maintain a tight, straight-hollow body position with hips extended and the head neutral. The
rotation continues until the landing in demi-plié.
ARMS: High throughout pre-flight, block and after-flight. The position of the arms on landing is optional.
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: Move to high position.

Level 5 Vault Table of Penalties
Failure to maintain a straight body position
Up to 0.30 • Arch
Up to 0.50 • Pike
Each phase up to 0.30 Legs bent
Each phase up to 0.20 Legs separated
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
General
Faults

Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect head alignment
Up to 0.30 Deviation from a straight direction
Up to 0.30 Insufficient dynamics (speed/power)
VOID Aid of coach during first flight, support, or second flight phase
VOID Performing incorrect vault (i.e., squat on, etc.)
0.50 Aid of coach upon landing
No deduction Run-approach without executing the vault (Balk)
VOID • Touching the springboard or vault table
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First Flight

See Vault General Faults
Up to 0.50 Arms bent
2.00 Completely bent arms causing head to contact vault table
Up to 0.30 Incorrect shoulder alignment (showing shoulder angle less than 180°)
Up to 0.50 Too long in support

Support
Phase

Up to 0.20 Alternate repulsion
Up to 1.00 Angle of repulsion (failure to leave vault table by vertical)
If the gymnast leaves the vault table by:
No deduction • Vertical
0.05 - 0.50 • 1° to 45° past vertical
0.55 - 1.00 • 46° - 89° past vertical

.05 – .50
45°
.55 – 1.00

Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps/hops on hands)
Chief judge-1.00 Touch of only one hand on vault table
VOID No hand support on vault table

Second
Flight

Up to 0.50

Insufficient height

Up to 0.30

Insufficient distance

0.30
Up to 0.10

Slight hop or small adjustment of feet

Up to 0.10

Extra arm swing(s)

Up to 0.20

Additional trunk movements to maintain balance

Up to 0.20

Incorrect body posture on landing

(Max. 0.40) Each 0.10
0.20

Landing
Phase

Brush, touch, or hit of body on far end of vault table

Up to 0.30

Taking steps after landing
Very large step or jump
Squat upon landing

Contacting the mat or apparatus with one or both hands or
with body after landing
0.30 • Brush, touch, or hit
0.50 • Support on hand(s) or fall onto mat or against apparatus
(Includes the fall) 2.00 Failure to land on the feet first on the mat
(Fall on apparatus)
0.50 + 2.00 = 2.50 •

Finishes in a sitting, lying or standing position on the vault table

Level 5 Vault Supplementary Skills
1.

Handspring over table onto stacked mats to back lying position
Stack mats behind the vault table to the height of the table. Execute a handspring vault with good rotation,
blocking through the shoulders and maintaining a tight straight-hollow body position. Land in a straight lying
position on the back, with arms extended overhead.

2.

Handspring repulsion drill
Stack mats behind the vault table slightly higher than the table. Execute a handspring vault with the emphasis
on the shoulder block (quick and explosive extension of the shoulders immediately upon contact with the
table). The head remains neutral with focus on the hands. Arrive on the hands on the stacked mats.
Maintaining a straight-hollow body position with legs together, continue past vertical to land on the skill
cushion in a straight lying position on the back.

3.

Front Salto Stretched
From a controlled run approach and hurdle onto a springboard, immediately swing the arms explosively
forward-upward while lifting the heels backward-upward to execute a Front Salto Stretched onto an 8-inch
skill cushion or solid foam pit. Complete the rotation to land on the feet with the body upright.
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If performing a BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE TO CLEAR FRONT SUPPORT, the gymnast may use one of the
following 2 acceptable entrance techniques:
A. LATE DROP START: Following the cast, push the shoulders open while bringing the feet to the bar, initiating
the circle. On the downswing, place the balls of the feet on the bar (Late in the first quarter or early in the 		
second quarter of swing) between the hands in a pike position OR next to the hands, outside of the hands in
a narrow straddle. Maintain straight legs, with the head neutral throughout the circle. As the hips rise 		
(upswing), pull on the bar, opening the shoulder angle, taking the feet off the bar prior TO CLEAR FRONT
SUPPORT. Shift the hands to the top of the bar to execute a BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE TO CLEAR 		
FRONT SUPPORT.
B. SPLIT START: Following the cast, initiate the downswing prior to splitting the legs. Upon establishing the 		
downswing, split the legs and place the ball of one foot on the bar (in the first quarter of swing), between
the hands, while extending the split and continuing the drop/circle. Place the ball of the second foot on the
bar, between the hands, on the downswing within the 2nd quarter of swing. Maintain straight legs, with the
head neutral throughout the circle. As the hips rise (upswing), pull on the bar, opening the shoulder angle,
taking the feet off the bar prior TO CLEAR FRONT SUPPORT. Shift the hands to the top of the bar to 		
execute a BACKWARD SOLE CIRCLE TO CLEAR FRONT SUPPORT.
Note: The angle achieved is determined by a line drawn from the hips to the shoulders when the body reaches a
clear front support position with the hands shifted to the top of the bar and feet clear of the bar. The gymnast is not
required to open the hip angle at the completion of the circle.
Up to 0.20 Excessive arch on upswing
Up to 0.30
No Deduction
0.05 - 0.20
0.25 - 0.30
0.60

Insufficient amplitude of upswing:
• Between vertical and 45° from vertical
• Between 46° from vertical and horizontal
• Below horizontal
Support of weight on feet as upswing finishes (gymnast jumps from bar to glide or never
achieves clear front support)

Up to 0.30 Legs bending during circle
Up to 0.10 Lack of control into glide
Points of emphasis: Straight arms and legs throughout with good body position

OR
3C. BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE TO CLEAR FRONT SUPPORT (0.60)

If performing a BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE TO CLEAR FRONT SUPPORT, the entry technique is optional.
Following the cast, push the shoulders open while bringing the feet toward the bar to initiate the circle around the
bar. Close the hip angle on the downswing bringing the feet outside of the arms to achieve a compressed, inverted
straddle position with rounded torso at the bottom of the circle. Maintain the rounded torso with head neutral throughout the circle. As the hips rise (upswing), pull on the bar, opening the shoulder angle. Shift the hands to the top of the
bar to execute a BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE TO CLEAR FRONT SUPPORT. The legs must remain straight
throughout the skill, but the position of the legs in relationship to the body at the completion of the circle is optional
(pike, straddle or open hips)
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STALDER CIRCLE BACKWARD TO CLEAR FRONT SUPPORT (CONTINUED)
Note: The angle achieved is determined by a line drawn from the hips to the shoulders when the body reaches a
clear front support position with the hands shifted to the top of the bar. The gymnast is not required to open the hip
angle or join the legs at the completion of the circle.
Note #2: A clear straddle circle backward (#6.104 in the JO Code of Points) is considered a straddle seat circle to
straddle “L” position and will NOT meet the requirement of a BACKWARD STALDER CIRCLE TO CLEAR FRONT
SUPPORT (#6.204).
Up to 0.20 Excessive arch on upswing
Up to 0.30
No Deduction
0.05 - 0.20
0.25 - 0.30

Insufficient amplitude of upswing:
• Between vertical and 45° from vertical
• Between 46° from vertical and horizontal
• Below horizontal

0.60 Arriving in support with legs in a straddle “L” position (see note #2)
Up to 0.10 Lack of control into glide
Points of emphasis: Straight arms and legs throughout with good body position

4. STRADDLE OR PIKE GLIDE KIP (0.60)

At the completion of the CLEAR HIP CIRCLE, push the bar away, continuing to open the shoulder angle and pike at
the hips to execute a forward glide swing, with legs together (PIKED) or STRADDLED. At the completion of the forward
glide swing, the legs are together and the hips are fully extended. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the
legs to the hips to execute a GLIDE KIP. While pulling downward, shift the hands to the top of the bar to arrive in a front
support with the legs/feet in front of the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain
straight arms and legs throughout.
Up to 0.10 Failure to lead with the feet in the forward glide swing (performs long hang kip)
Up to 0.20 Insufficient extension at end of glide
0.10 Failure to close legs at end of straddle glide
Points of emphasis: Complete extension of glide and maintain straight arms and legs throughout
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Level 5 Balance Beam
Time Limit: 1:10
Please Note:
• Whenever high arm position is indicated, arms may be curved (crown) or straight.
• Whenever sideward-diagonally-upward arms are indicated, arms may be pressed slightly backward.
• Whenever the text states “step,” the proper dance technique is to step through the foot (toe, ball, heel) with
the feet turned out slightly.
• Whenever the text states relevé or the “lock” stand, the ankles should be turned out with the heels pressed
forward with the inner thighs turned out and pressed together.
• Whenever the text states “supplely,” the proper dance technique is to softly bend and straighten the arms
sequentially through the elbow, wrist, and fingers.
• The routine may be reversed in its entirety; however, no single element may be reversed unless indicated by
an asterisk. (*)
Starting Position (SP): Stand parallel to the beam, with the beam closest to the Left side of the body. The gymnast
will start approximately in the middle of the beam. The gymnast’s starting position will vary depending on many factors
(for example, size of the gymnast, length of the steps, etc.). Space the mount so that the scale is performed close to
the end of the beam. A board or raised surface (such as a folded panel mat or padded spotting/skill block) may be
used as a mounting surface, but must be removed as soon as possible after the gymnast has mounted.

1. *LEG SWING MOUNT WITH ½ (180º) TURN (0.20); WHIP SWING TO KNEEL;
STAND

Note: The rhythm of the MOUNT to stand is quick, with no hesitations or pauses.
From a one-step approach, step on the Left foot and SWING the straight Right leg forward-upward above the beam
and push off the Left foot while executing a ½ (180º) TURN to the Left to arrive in a cross straddle sit. The torso
should remain erect throughout the mount.
ARMS: As the leg swing occurs, place the Left hand, then Right hand, on the beam approximately shoulder-width
apart, pushing down against the beam to facilitate the lift of the torso. The Left hand may move backward beside the
Right hand as the completion of the 180º turn is executed. At the completion of the straddle sit, begin making a full
circle with both arms by moving both arms downward-backward-upward to crown.
Initiate the WHIP SWING by allowing both legs to move slightly forward to create momentum for the WHIP SWING.
At the completion of the forward swing, SWING both legs backward and upward (slightly separating the legs in
order to clear the beam). The Left leg SWINGS just high enough to place the Left knee on the beam with the Left
foot pointed on top of the beam. At the completion of the WHIP SWING, the Right leg will be extended backwarddiagonally-downward with the torso tilted forward.
ARMS: To complete the arm circle, move both arms forward and downward to re-grasp the beam with the hands
side-by-side, thumbs on top of the beam.
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½ (180°) BACKWARD SWING TURN; POSE (CONTINUED)
When the forward leg SWING reaches its highest point, SWING the leg backward (NO required height) to execute a
½ (180°) BACKWARD SWING TURN (180°) to the Right on the Left foot in relevé. At the completion of the TURN,
lower the Left heel and point the Right foot in front on the beam.
ARMS: Lift sideward-upward to crown.
Swing the Right leg backward to cross the Right calf in front of the Left shin to execute a POSE. The torso is allowed
to twist slightly to the Right.
ARMS: Lower the Left arm forward-downward to forward-middle. Simultaneously lower the Right arm sidewarddownward to side-middle.

8. SPLIT JUMP (150º) (0.40); SISSONNE (0.20)

Straighten the Right leg and step forward Right.
ARMS: Lift the Left arm forward-upward to crown.
Close the Left foot behind the Right foot with both heels down and the feet slightly turned out.
ARMS: Lift the Right arm forward-upward to crown.
Demi-plié both legs.
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to low.
Push off the beam, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a SPLIT JUMP with a
minimum of 150º even leg separation with the Right leg forward, Left leg behind. Land simultaneously on both feet in
demi-plié, pressing through the balls of the feet to lower the heels toward the beam.
ARMS: Lift sideward-upward to side-middle during the SPLIT JUMP. Lower both arms sideward-downward during
the landing of the JUMP. (The arms may lower anywhere from side-middle to low.)
Immediately jump or punch off the beam, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a
SISSONNE, showing a leg separation with the Right leg extended forward (lifted a minimum of 45° off the beam) and
the Left leg extended backward off the beam to a minimum of horizontal. (This is a ‘tilted split line’ with the back leg
higher than the front leg.) The SISSONNE is a traveling jump, which should move forward and upward. Land on the
Right leg in demi-plié with the Left leg extended backward and turned out in a low arabesque position. Pause.
ARMS: There are two options: 1) Lift the Left arm forward-upward to forward-middle. Lift the Right arm sidewardupward to side-middle (opposition), OR 2) Lift both arms sideward-upward to side-middle.
Split Jump

Up to 0.10 Failure to land with feet closed
0.10 Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

Points of emphasis: Posture; amplitude; correct leg alignment with even leg separation
Up to 0.20 Insufficient continuity between jumps
Up to 0.10 Insufficient lift of the front leg (less than 45º)
Sissonne

Up to 0.10 Insufficient lift of the back leg (less than horizontal)
0.05 Failure to pause in low arabesque position on landing

Points of emphasis: Posture; amplitude; proper leg alignment
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9. CROSS STEP; FORWARD STEPS; ½ (180°) PIVOT TURN; SEQUENTIAL
WAVE

Take a step forward Left in relevé, then step Right on a straight leg (not in relevé) with the Right foot placed parallel on
the beam (cross position down the length of the beam).
ARMS: Lower downward to low.
CROSS the Left foot behind the Right foot to STEP FORWARD Left toward the outside (Right side) of the Right foot
(not in relevé), finishing with the Left foot on the beam in front of the Right foot with Right calf touching the Left shin.
Simultaneously as the Left leg moves, the Right foot will press up to a forced arch with the Right leg in demi-plié. The
hips are allowed to slightly twist to the Left during the STEPS.
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward to crown.
Immediately STEP FORWARD in relevé on the Right; then Left foot. Close the Right foot behind the Left foot in
relevé “lock” stand.
ARMS: Making a circle, lower both arms sideward-downward-forward-upward to crown.
Execute a quick/sharp ½ (180°) PIVOT TURN to the Right. Maintain straight body alignment and high relevé
throughout the TURN.
ARMS: Remain in crown.
Demi-plié the Right leg and bend the Left knee forward and pull the pointed Left foot forward to touch the Right knee
(forward passé). Simultaneously, contract in the mid-torso/core.
ARMS: Leading with the backs of the wrists (palms up), lower both arms forward-downward to forward-middle.
Extend the Right leg. The Left foot remains in forward passé. Simultaneously, perform a SMALL upper body
SEQUENTIAL WAVING action by releasing the contraction and arching in the upper back to finish with the torso
upright.
ARMS: Lower both arms forward-downward-backward-upward to finish in sideward-diagonally-upward.
HEAD: The head is allowed, but not required, to release at the completion of the movement.
FOCUS: Forward at the completion of the movement.

10. 1/1 (360º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ (0.40)

Step forward Left; then point the slightly turned out Right leg forward on the beam.
ARMS: On the step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low, and then lift the Right arm forward-upward to
forward-middle-curved. Simultaneously move the Left arm sideward-upward to side-middle for the preparation of the
TURN.
Transfer the weight onto the Right foot, using one of the acceptable TURN preparations listed in the Glossary.
Execute a 1/1 (360º) TURN to the Right in relevé, bending the Left knee forward and pulling the pointed Left foot
(Revised 6-12-13)
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STRADDLE JUMP (150º); STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1 (360°) TURN (CONTINUED)
STRADDLE JUMP with a minimum of 150° even leg separation. During the JUMP, the gymnast should show good
turn out with the knees facing up to the ceiling. (The JUMP may be a side-split jump or a straddle-pike jump.)
ARMS: When closing the feet, continue circling the Right arm backward-downward to low. The Left arm lowers to
low. On the JUMP, lift both arms sideward-upward to sideward-diagonally-upward.
Land on both feet either in a turned out position (in 1st, 3rd or 5th) or feet side by side in demi-plié.
ARMS: Optional.
Immediately punch or extend both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes with the legs together to execute a
STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1 (360º) TURN to the Right.
Land on both feet either in a turned out position (in 1st, 3rd or 5th) or feet side by side in demi-plié.
ARMS: Crown for the STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1 (360°) TURN and landing.
Upon landing the STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1 (360°) TURN, immediately perform a small rebound/jump (if landing in
1st, 3rd, or 5th), extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes with the legs together.
ARMS: Remain in crown.
Land the small rebound on the Right foot to finish in a Right side lunge with the Right leg in demi-plié, slightly turned
out, and the Left leg extended sideward with the Left foot pointed on the floor (turned out). The Right foot lands slightly
prior to the Left foot. The torso twists VERY slightly to the Right upon landing.
ARMS: Supplely lower the Left arm to slightly above forward-middle and then supplely lower the Right arm to slightly
above side-middle. (The Left arm is facing Corner 8 and the Right arm is facing Corner 2.)
FOCUS: Diagonally-upward toward Corner 8.
Straddle Jump

Up to 0.10 Failure to land with feet closed

Stretch Jump
w/ 1/1 turn

Up to 0.10

Failure to keep legs joined in air throughout the Stretch Jump w/ 1/1 (360°)
turn

Up to 0.10 Failure to land with feet closed

Points of emphasis: Posture, amplitude, proper leg alignment

3. ½ (180º) OUTWARD TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ

Step forward Left in relevé (piqué) toward corner 8.
ARMS: Lower both arms downward to low.
Execute a ½ (180º) OUTWARD TURN to the Right, bending the Right knee forward and pulling the pointed Right foot
forward to touch the Left knee (FORWARD PASSÉ).
ARMS: Lift both arms forward-upward through forward-middle-curved. Continue to lift forward-upward to crown.
FOCUS: Maintain focus on corner 8 as long as possible while the body TURNS, then quickly snap the head to the
Right to focus on corner 4.
Step backward Right (flat or relevé).
ARMS: Remain in crown.
Close the Left foot beside the Right foot, finishing in a straight stand (flat or relevé).
ARMS: When closing the Left foot, lower both arms supplely/sequentially (see Glossary) sideward-downward to low.
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SISSONNE (135º); FORWARD CHASSE; STRAIGHT LEG LEAP (150º) OR SWITCH-LEG LEAP (150º); LEG
SWING HOP (CONTINUED)
SWITCH-LEG LEAP: Take two long steps Left, Right in demi-plié, then swing the straight Left leg forward-upward to
a minimum of 45° and push off the floor with the Right leg. While in flight, dynamically swing the Left leg backward
while simultaneously swinging the Right leg forward to execute a SWITCH-LEG LEAP with a minimum of 150º even
leg separation in flight. Land on the Right leg in demi-plié with the Left leg extended backward, passing through a low
arabesque position. The emphasis is on body alignment and height of the LEAP.
LEG SWING HOP FORWARD: Take a large step forward onto the Left foot through demi-plié. SWING the Right leg
forward-upward to a minimum of horizontal while simultaneously pushing off the floor, extending the Left leg through
the hip, knee, ankle and toes to execute a LEG SWING HOP. Land slightly turned out in demi-plié on the Left foot.
ARMS: On the forward step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low. On the HOP, lift the arms forward-upward
to crown and remain in crown on landing.
Step forward Right in relevé, then close the Left foot behind the Right foot in relevé “lock” stand.
ARMS: On the step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low. On the lock, the Right arm bends upward to place
the back of the hand on the lower back. Simultaneously lift the Left arm forward-upward to finish with the Left arm in
forward-middle, with the arm curved and the palm out.
FOCUS: Optional.
Straight Leg Leap

Up to 0.10 Bending the lead (front) leg on take-off

Points of emphasis: Posture, amplitude, even leg separation, coordination of arms with leap

OR
Switch-Leg Leap

Up to 0.10 Bending the lead (front) leg on take-off
0.10 Failure to swing front leg a minimum of 45° forward before swinging back

Points of emphasis: Posture, amplitude, even leg separation, coordination of arms with leap

11. SIDE PASSÉ POSE; 1/1 (360º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ (0.40)

Step Left sideward off the diagonal line (toward Side 1) onto a straight leg with the Left foot turned out (flat or
in relevé). Simultaneously, bend the Right knee outward and pull the pointed Right foot to touch the Left knee
(SIDEWARD PASSÉ). During the PASSÉ POSE, contract the torso sideward to the Left.
ARMS: Open the Left arm to side-middle. Simultaneously lift the Right arm sideward-upward to high.
FOCUS: Left.
Release the torso contraction and step Right sideward back to the diagonal line with the Right foot flat or in relevé in a
straddle stand (2nd position).
ARMS: Lower the Right arm sideward-downward to side-middle.
Step forward Left, then point the slightly turned out Right foot forward (toward Corner 2).
ARMS: Lower both arms sideward-downward to low, then lift the Left arm sideward-upward to side-middle and the
Right arm forward-upward to forward-middle-curved for the preparation of the TURN.
Transfer the weight to the Right foot, using one of the acceptable TURN preparations listed in the Glossary. Execute
a 1/1 (360º) TURN to the Right in relevé, bending the Left knee forward and pulling the pointed Left foot forward to
touch the Right knee (FORWARD PASSÉ). Mark the position in relevé at the completion of the TURN. The heel is
allowed to lower after marking the position.
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Level 1 Vault Table of Penalties
STRETCH JUMP ONTO A MINIMUM OF 16 INCHES OF MATTING AND
HANDSTAND, FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION
STRETCH JUMP ONTO A MINIMUM OF 16 INCHES OF MATTING
Up to 0.30 Failure to maintain horizontal running speed to the board
Approach

Up to 0.30 Excessive forward lean of body upon board contact
Each 0.30 Additional jumps on the board (double bouncing)
5.00 Running on the board and stepping up on the mat
Up to 0.50 Lack of height on Stretch Jump

Stretch Jump
from Board to
Mat

Up to 0.50
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30

Failure to maintain a stretched body position during jump
• Pike
• Tuck
• Arch

Up to 0.30 Incorrect arm and head alignment
Up to 0.20 Legs separated
Up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
Up to 0.50 Failure to land in demi-plié with control and proper body position
Up to 0.30 Incorrect direction

General

No deduction Run-approach without executing the vault (Balk)
Void Touching the springboard or mat stack
HANDSTAND, FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION
Each up to 0.20 Failure to maintain arms next to ears while reaching for the mat

Approach

Up to 0.10 Failure to use levering action into the handstand.
Each 0.50 Extra kick up to handstand
Up to 0.50 Bent arms
Up to 0.30 Bent legs
Up to 0.20 Legs separated

Handstand

Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30

Incorrect alignment in the handstand
• Showing a shoulder angle less than 180 degrees
• Pike
• Arch

Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps on hands)
Up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
Post-Handstand
Landing

Up to 1.00 Failure to land in a straight lying position on the back
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Level 2 Vault Table of Penalties

JUMP TO HANDSTAND ONTO A RAISED MAT SURFACE (A MINIMUM OF 16”);
FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION ON THE BACK
Failure to maintain a straight body position
Up to 0.30 • Arch
Up to 0.50 • Pike
Each phase up to 0.30 Legs bent
Each phase up to 0.20 Legs separated
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect head alignment
Up to 0.30 Deviation from a straight direction
General
Faults

Up to 0.30 Insufficient dynamics (speed/power)
2.00

Assistance of coach after gymnast achieves hand support
on the mat stack

Gymnast never achieves vertical and returns to the board or lands
VOID on the mat stack between the board and hand placement.
(Considered as “incorrect vault”)
VOID Performing incorrect vault (i.e., squat on, etc.)
VOID

Assistance of coach from board to mat stack
(No deduction for coach standing between board & mat stack)

No deduction Run-approach without executing the vault (Balk)
VOID • Touching the springboard or mat stack
Run and
Board
Contact

Up to 0.30 Insufficient acceleration during the run
Up to 0.30 Failure to maintain horizontal running speed to the board
Up to 0.30 Excessive forward lean of the body upon board contact

First Flight

See Vault General Faults
Up to 0.50 Arms bent
2.00 Completely bent arms causing head to contact mat

Support
Phase
.05 – .50
45°
.55 – 1.00

Up to 0.30

Incorrect shoulder alignment (showing a shoulder angle less than
180 degrees)

Up to 2.00

Failure to show an inverted vertical position from hands to hips
(performing a forward rolling action)

Up to 1.00 Contacting the mat stack with the hands after vertical
0.05 - 0.50 • Contact from 1° to 45° past vertical
0.55 - 1.00 • Contact from 46° - 89° past vertical
Failure to place hands in the prescribed landing zone (between the
edge of the mat and the tape line).
0.50 • If both hands land beyond the tape line
0.20 • Staggered hand placement: one inside zone, one over the line
Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps/hops on hands)
3.00
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Failure to contact mat with both hands (performs a front layout or
touches with only one hand)
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Level 3 Vault Table of Penalties

JUMP TO HANDSTAND ONTO A RAISED MAT SURFACE (A MINIMUM OF 32”);
FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION ON THE BACK
Failure to maintain a straight body position
Up to 0.30 • Arch
Up to 0.50 • Pike
Each phase up to 0.30 Legs bent
Each phase up to 0.20 Legs separated
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect head alignment
Up to 0.30 Deviation from a straight direction
General
Faults

Up to 0.30 Insufficient dynamics (speed/power)
2.00

Assistance of coach after gymnast achieves hand support
on the mat stack

Gymnast never achieves vertical and returns to the board or lands
VOID on the mat stack between the board and hand placement.
(Considered as “incorrect vault”)
VOID Performing incorrect vault (i.e., squat on, etc.)
VOID

Assistance of coach from board to mat stack
(No deduction for coach standing between board & mat stack)

No deduction Run-approach without executing the vault (Balk)
VOID • Touching the springboard or mat stack
Run and
Board
Contact

Up to 0.30 Insufficient acceleration during the run
Up to 0.30 Failure to maintain horizontal running speed to the board
Up to 0.30 Excessive forward lean of the body upon board contact

First Flight

See Vault General Faults
Up to 0.50 Arms bent
2.00 Completely bent arms causing head to contact mat

Support
Phase
.05 – .50
45°
.55 – 1.00

Up to 0.30

Incorrect shoulder alignment (showing a shoulder angle less than
180 degrees)

Up to 2.00

Failure to show an inverted vertical position from hands to hips
(performing a forward rolling action)

Up to 1.00 Contacting the mat stack with the hands after vertical
0.05 - 0.50 • Contact from 1° to 45° past vertical
0.55 - 1.00 • Contact from 46° - 89° past vertical
Failure to place hands in the prescribed landing zone (between the
edge of the mat and the tape line).
0.50 • If both hands land beyond the tape line
0.20 • Staggered hand placement: one inside zone, one over the line
Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps/hops on hands)
3.00
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Failure to contact mat with both hands (performs a front layout or
touches with only one hand)
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Level 4 & 5 Vault Table of Penalties
HANDSPRING VAULT

Failure to maintain a straight body position
Up to 0.30 • Arch
Up to 0.50 • Pike
Each phase up to 0.30 Legs bent
Each phase up to 0.20 Legs separated
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
General
Faults

Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect head alignment
Up to 0.30 Deviation from a straight direction
Up to 0.30 Insufficient dynamics (speed/power)
Level 4 - 2.00
Aid of coach during first flight, support, or second flight phase
Level 5 - VOID
VOID Performing incorrect vault (i.e., squat on, etc.)
0.50 Aid of coach upon landing
No deduction Run-approach without executing the vault (Balk)
VOID • Touching the springboard or vault table

First Flight

See Vault General Faults
Up to 0.50 Arms bent
2.00 Completely bent arms causing head to contact vault table
Up to 0.30 Incorrect shoulder alignment (showing shoulder angle less than 180°)
Up to 0.50 Too long in support

Support
Phase

Up to 0.20 Alternate repulsion
Up to 1.00 Angle of repulsion (failure to leave vault table by vertical)
If the gymnast leaves the vault table by:
No deduction • Vertical
0.05 - 0.50 • 1° to 45° past vertical
0.55 - 1.00 • 46° - 89° past vertical

.05 – .50
45°
.55 – 1.00

Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps/hops on hands)
Chief judge-1.00 Touch of only one hand on vault table
VOID No hand support on vault table

Second
Flight

Landing
Phase

Up to 0.50

Insufficient height

Up to 0.30

Insufficient distance

0.30

Brush, touch, or hit of body on far end of vault table

Up to 0.10

Slight hop or small adjustment of feet

Up to 0.10

Extra arm swing(s)

Up to 0.20

Additional trunk movements to maintain balance

Up to 0.20

Incorrect body posture on landing

(Max. 0.40) Each 0.10

Taking steps after landing

(Max. 0.40) Each 0.20

Very large step or jump

Up to 0.30

Squat upon landing

Contacting the mat or apparatus with one or both hands or with
body after landing
0.30 • Brush, touch, or hit
0.50 • Support on hand(s) or fall onto mat or against apparatus
(Includes the fall) 2.00 Failure to land on the feet first on the mat
(Fall on apparatus)
0.50 + 2.00 = 2.50 • Finishes in a sitting, lying or standing position on the vault table
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EXECUTION
UNEVEN BARS, BEAM, AND FLOOR
Each time 0.05 Incorrect foot form (flexed, sickled) on major elements
Up to 0.10 Lack of coordination on connections
Up to 0.20 Leg separation
Up to 0.20 Incorrect body alignment, position or posture on major elements
Up to 0.20 Movement lacking dynamics (General deduction for whole exercise)
Up to 0.30 Bent arms or legs
0.30
• Complete bend of arms or legs to 90° or more
Up to 0.30 Balance errors - small, medium, large
Incorrect body alignment, position or posture during connections
Up to 0.30
(General deduction for whole exercise)
0.50 Fall on or off the apparatus
UNEVEN BARS
0.10 Repositioning/adjustment of hands in front support or feet in squat/stoop on
0.20 Alternate hand grasp or regaining hand grasp without supplementary support
0.30 Extra cast or swing
0.30 Using supplementary support to regain position
Up to 0.50 Brush, touch or hit on apparatus or mat with foot (feet)
Up to 0.10
• Touch/brush on apparatus or mat with foot (feet)
0.20
• Hit on apparatus with foot (feet)
0.30
• Hit on mat with foot (feet)
0.50
• Full weight on mat with foot (feet)
BALANCE BEAM AND FLOOR EXERCISE
Each 0.05 Failure to mark the passé position in relevé at the completion of turns
Up to 0.10 Incorrect leg alignment in arabesque position when indicated
Up to 0.10 Failure to contract or extend when indicated
Up to 0.10 Failure to kick/swing leg to horizontal or above when required
Up to 0.10 Uneven leg separation in leaps/jumps
Up to 0.10 Failure to land with feet closed/together on 2-foot landing of jumps on FX
Each Up to 0.10 Failure to perform 180° and 360° turns on one foot in high relevé
Failure to use levering action in or out of elements when required
Each Up to 0.10
(straight line - fingers to toes)
0.10 Failure to finish with the music
1
0.10 Performs an inward turn when an outward turn is required (changing a small part)
Incorrect foot work/form (flexed, sickled, failure to step toe-ball-heel or to show
Up to 0.30
turn-out in foot positions) during connections (General deduction for whole exercise)
Up to 0.20 Insufficient split
Failure to perform steps (when indicated), and pivot turns (not major elements) in high
Up to 0.20
relevé position (General deduction for whole exercise)
0.30 Extra kick up to handstand
Up to 0.30 Additional movement to maintain balance on the beam
0.30 Grasping beam to avoid a fall
0.30 Stop between elements in an acro (tumbling) series on floor exercise
Up to 0.30 Movement lacking artistry of presentation (General deduction for whole exercise)
Consider:
Up to 0.15 Quality of gymnast’s movement to reflect the style/musicality of the choreography
Up to 0.15 Quality of expression (i.e. projection, emotion, focus)
Up to the value
Incomplete turns (apply deduction for incomplete element)
of the element
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AMPLITUDE
UNEVEN BARS
Up to 0.20 Insufficient internal body amplitude (stretch/tightness) during extended positions
Up to 0.20

Insufficient external amplitude away from bar during swinging/circling
movements

BALANCE BEAM AND FLOOR EXERCISE
Up to 0.10

Insufficient amplitude on non value part choreography/dance steps (general
deduction for whole exercise)

Up to 0.20

Insufficient height (hip rise) on leaps and jumps

Up to 0.20

Insufficient quickness off hands in flight elements with hand support

Up to 0.30

Insufficient height (hip rise) on salto elements
RHYTHM

UNEVEN BARS, BEAM AND FLOOR
0.10

Concentration pause (more than 2 seconds)

Up to 0.20

Lack of continuity (tempo) between elements in a directly connected series

Up to 0.20

Gymnast not performing in time with the music (Floor Exercise)

Up to 0.20

Lack of sureness (Balance beam)
DIRECTION AND PLACEMENT OF ELEMENTS

BALANCE BEAM AND FLOOR EXERCISE
Up to 0.10

Error in line of direction or spacing of a single element

Up to 0.20

Error in line of direction of acrobatic, dance or dance/acro series

Up to 0.30

Error in line of direction or placement of whole section of floor pattern

Up to 0.10

Slight hop or small adjustment of feet

Up to 0.10

Extra arm swing(s) upon landing

LANDING OF ELEMENTS & DISMOUNTS

Each 0.10 (Max. 0.40)

Taking steps after landing

Each 0.20 (Max. 0.40)

Very large step or jump

Up to 0.20

Additional trunk movements to maintain balance (for UB, BB (dismounts) & FX)

Up to 0.30

Squat upon landing
Contacting the mat or apparatus with one or both hands or with body after landing

Up to 0.30

•

Brush, touch or hit

0.50

•

Support on hand(s) or fall onto mat or against apparatus

Up to the value of the
element + 0.50 for fall

Failure to land on the feet first for UB, BB and FX saltos and/or dismounts =
failure to complete a major element
NEUTRAL DEDUCTIONS TAKEN BY EACH JUDGE
Assistance (spotting) from coach:

Up to the Value of
the Element + 0.50

•

Coach assists (touches) during element

0.50

•

Coach assists (touches) on landing only
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Level 2 Uneven Bars Table of Penalties

Refer to General Faults and Penalties for additional deductions.
* Indicates a reversal is allowed
SYMBOL

ELEMENT
BACK HIP
PULLOVER
MOUNT
(0.60)

DEDUCTION

FAULTS

0.30

Failure to lift both legs simultaneously (1-foot take-off)

0.30

Supplemental support (chin resting on bar prior to leg lift)

Up to 0.10

Failure to finish in extended front support

Up to 0.20

Incorrect body alignment

Up to 0.10

Lack of control in returning to bar

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain straight-hollow body position throughout

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain hip or upper thigh contact on bar throughout

Up to 0.10

Lack of continuity of circle

*SINGLE LEG
CUT FORWARD
(0.20)

Up to 0.20

Leg/foot contacting bar on leg cut

Up to 0.10

Lack of control in re-grasp

*FORWARD
STRIDE CIRCLE/
SINGLE LEG
BASKET SWING
(0.60)

Up to 0.20

Failure to show clear stride support at start of circle/basket
swing

Up to 0.20

Failure to show clear stride support at the completion of the
stride circle (or basket swing)
(The leg is allowed to touch the bar before clear support with
NO deduction.)

Up to 0.20

Leg/foot contacting bar on swing

Up to 0.20

Failure to finish in control

CAST
(0.40)
BACK HIP
CIRCLE
(0.40)

*SINGLE LEG
SWING
BACKWARD
(0.20)

CAST, SQUATON, PIKE
SOLE CIRCLE
DISMOUNT
(0.60)

OR

0.20

Placing feet outside of hands

0.20

Alternate foot placement

Up to 0.20

Lack of control in squat-on

Up to 0.10

Failure to tuck (performs a pike-on)

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain straight-hollow body position

Up to 0.10

Failure to maintain neutral head position

Up to 0.20

Insufficient extension of body in flight

Up to 0.20

Insufficient amplitude of flight

Up to 0.10

Insufficient distance

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain a straight-hollow body position throughout

0.20
UNDERSWING
DISMOUNT
(0.60)

Hips contacting bar (no deduction for thighs touching bar)

Up to 0.10

Failure to maintain neutral head position

Up to 0.20

Insufficient extension of body in flight

Up to 0.20

Insufficient amplitude of flight

Up to 0.10

Insufficient distance
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SYMBOL

ELEMENT

DEDUCTION
Up to 0.20
0.50

*FORWARD
STRIDE
CIRCLE
(0.40)

OR

Up to 0.20

Up to 0.20
0.50

*SINGLE LEG
BASKET
SWING
(0.40)

*SINGLE LEG
CUT
BACKWARD
(0.20)
CAST
(0.40)
BACK HIP
CIRCLE
(0.40)

UNDERSWING
DISMOUNT
(0.60)

FAULTS
Failure to show clear stride support at start of circle
Hooking knee on the bar to complete stride circle
Failure to show clear stride support at the completion of the
circle. (The leg is allowed to touch the bar before clear support
with NO deduction.)
If the gymnast falls backward or forward from a support position
to end in a hang, either from the hands or the hands and knee, it
is considered a FALL.
• Do not deduct for any extra pump swings taken to enable the
gymnast to return to stride support.
• The coach may, without penalty for a spot, assist the
gymnast from this hanging position to return to the support
position in order to continue the exercise.
Failure to show clear stride support at start of basket swing
Hooking knee on the bar to complete the basket swing

Failure to show clear stride support at the completion of the
basket swing. (The leg is allowed to touch the bar before clear
support with NO deduction.)
If the gymnast falls backward or forward from a support position
to end in a hang, either from the hands or the hands and knee, it
is considered a FALL.
• Do not deduct for any extra pump swings taken to enable the
gymnast to return to stride support.
• The coach may, without penalty for a spot, assist the
gymnast from this hanging position to return to the support
position in order to continue the exercise.
0.20 Performs a leg swing backward instead of a leg cut backward
(Value of element) (changing the element)
Up to 0.20

0.10

Failure to change hand grip prior to leg cut backward

Up to 0.20

Incorrect body alignment (Failure to show a straight line from
shoulders to feet with chest hollow)

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain straight-hollow body position throughout circle

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain hip or upper thigh contact on bar throughout
circle

Up to 0.10

Lack of continuity of circle

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain a straight-hollow body position throughout

Up to 0.10

Failure to maintain neutral head position

0.20

Hips contacting bar (no deduction for thighs touching bar)

Up to 0.20

Insufficient extension of body in flight

Up to 0.20

Insufficient amplitude of flight

Up to 0.10

Insufficient distance
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Level 4 Uneven Bars Table of Penalties

Refer to General Faults and Penalties for additional deductions.
SYMBOL

ELEMENT

STRADDLE
OR PIKE
GLIDE KIP
(0.60)

DEDUCTION
0.10

Failure to take-off from both feet simultaneously

0.30

Performs a run-out glide

Up to 0.10

Failure to lead with the feet in the forward glide swing (performs
long hang swing)

Up to 0.20

Insufficient extension at end of glide

0.10
Up to 0.30
CAST TO
HORIZONTAL
& RETURN
TO FRONT
SUPPORT
(0.40)
CAST, SQUAT
ON OR PIKE
ON
(0.20)
JUMP TO
LONG HANG
KIP
(0.60)
CAST TO
HORIZONTAL
(0.40)

BACK HIP
CIRCLE (0.40)
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FAULTS

0.05 – 0.15
0.20 – 0.30
Up to 0.20
Up to 0.10

Failure to close legs at end of straddle glide
Insufficient amplitude of cast (line from shoulders to mid-point of
lowest body part-abdomen, hips, knees or feet)
• 1° to 45° below horizontal
• 46° or more below horizontal
Incorrect body alignment (Failure to show straight line from
shoulders to feet with chest hollow)
Lack of control in returning to the bar

0.20

Alternate foot placement

0.05

Insufficient backward swing of legs into cast (hip lift only)

Up to 0.20

Failure to swing to near horizontal

Up to 0.30

Insufficient amplitude of cast (line from shoulders to mid-point of
lowest body part-abdomen, hips, knees or feet)
• 1° to 45° below horizontal
• 46° or more below horizontal
Incorrect body alignment (Failure to show straight line from
shoulders to feet with chest hollow)

0.05 – 0.15
0.20 – 0.30
Up to 0.20
Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain straight-hollow body throughout circle

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain hip or upper thigh contact on bar throughout
circle

Up to 0.10

Lack of continuity of circle
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Level 5 Uneven Bars Table of Penalties

Refer to General Faults and Penalties for additional deductions.
SYMBOL

ELEMENT

STRADDLE OR
PIKE GLIDE KIP
(0.60)

DEDUCTION
0.10

Failure to take-off from both feet simultaneously

0.30

Performs a run-out glide

Up to 0.10

Failure to lead with the feet in the forward glide swing
(performs long hang kip)

Up to 0.20

Insufficient extension at end of glide

0.10
Up to 0.30
CAST TO ABOVE
HORIZONTAL
(0.40)

0.05 – 0.20
0.25 – 0.30
Up to 0.20
Each Up to 0.20

CLEAR HIP
CIRCLE
TO ABOVE
HORIZONTAL
(0.60)

OR

BACKWARD
SOLE CIRCLE
TO CLEAR
FRONT
SUPPORT
(0.60)

OR
BACKWARD
STALDER
CIRCLE TO
CLEAR FRONT
SUPPORT
(0.60)

Up to 0.30
0.60

Failure to close legs at end of straddle glide
Insufficient amplitude of cast (line from shoulders to midpoint of lowest body part-abdomen, hips, knees or feet)
• Horizontal to 45° below horizontal
• 46° or more below horizontal
Incorrect body alignment (Failure to show straight line from
shoulders to feet with chest hollow)
Excessive arch or pike on downswing or upswing
Insufficient height and extension of upswing (use amplitude
of cast deductions)
Hips touching bar as upswing finishes (performs a back hip
circle) (no deduction for thighs brushing bar on upswing)

Up to 0.10

Lack of control into glide

Up to 0.20

Excessive arch on upswing

Up to 0.30
No Deduction
0.05 - 0.20
0.25 - 0.30
0.60

Insufficient amplitude of upswing:
• Between vertical and 45° from vertical
• Between 46° from vertical and horizontal
• Below horizontal
Support of weight on feet as upswing finishes (gymnast
jumps from bar to glide or never achieves clear front support)

Up to 0.30

Legs bending during circle

Up to 0.10

Lack of control into glide

Up to 0.20

Excessive arch on upswing

Up to 0.30
No Deduction
0.05 - 0.20
0.25 - 0.30
0.60
Up to 0.10
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FAULTS

Insufficient amplitude of upswing:
• Between vertical and 45° from vertical
• Between 46° from vertical and horizontal
• Below horizontal
Arriving in support with legs in a straddle “L” position (see
note #2)
Lack of control into glide
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SYMBOL

ELEMENT
STRADDLE OR
PIKE GLIDE KIP
(0.60)

CAST, SQUAT
OR PIKE ON,
or CAST, 360°
BACKWARD
SOLE CIRCLE
(0.20)
JUMP TO LONG
HANG KIP
(0.60)
CAST TO ABOVE
HORIZONTAL
(0.40)

DEDUCTION
Up to 0.10

Failure to lead with the feet in the forward glide swing
(performs long hang kip)

Up to 0.20

Insufficient extension at end of glide

0.10

Failure to close legs at end of straddle glide

0.20

Alternate foot placement

0.05

Insufficient backward swing of legs into cast (hip lift only)

Up to 0.20

Failure to swing to near horizontal

Up to 0.30

Insufficient amplitude of cast (line from shoulders to midpoint of lowest body part-abdomen, hips, knees or feet)
• Horizontal to 45° below horizontal
• 46° or more below horizontal
Incorrect body alignment (Failure to show straight line from
shoulders to feet with chest hollow)

0.05 – 0.20
0.25 –0.30
Up to 0.20
0.10

LONG HANG
PULLOVER (0.60)

UNDERSWING,
FIRST
COUNTERSWING
(a minimum of 15°
below horizontal)
(0.60)

FAULTS

Up to 0.20

Failure to show slight arched position on bottom of
downswing
Excessive piking of body

0.30

Failure to maintain overgrip (hands completely release bar)

1.00

Performing a backward giant circle prior to pulling hips
toward bar

0.20

Failure to contact the bar with the mid to lower thighs
between the completion of the long hang pullover and the
initiation of the underswing

Up to 0.20
0.20

Failure to maintain a straight-hollow body position
throughout
Hips contacting bar (no deduction for thighs touching bar)

Up to 0.20

Hips not at a minimum of 15° below the level of the high bar
(horizontal)

Up to 0.20

Failure to show a straight line from hands to hips with chest
in a hollow position with a rounded hip angle with the feet
pointed downward (excessive piking)

0.30

Body arched and/or hips open to an extended position with
the feet over LB
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Level 1 Balance Beam Table of Penalties

Refer to General Faults and Penalties for additional deductions.
* Indicates a reversal is allowed
Time: 30 seconds
SYMBOL

Warning: 20 seconds

ELEMENT

DEDUCTION

FAULTS

Up to 0.10

Failure to extend body in front support

Up to 0.10

Lack of continuity in ¼ (90°) turn to straddle sit

PIKE LYING
POSITION
(0.40)

Up to 0.20

Failure to show a 90° hip angle

RELEVÉ
BALANCE
(0.20)

Up to 0.20

Failure to hold relevé balance for two seconds

Up to 0.10

Failure to lift free leg a minimum of 30° above the beam

*MOUNT: JUMP
TO FRONT
SUPPORT
(0.20)

ARABESQUE
(30°)
(0.40)

0.05

FORWARD LEG
SWINGS
(0.20 EACH)

Failure to pause

See General Faults and Penalties

Up to 0.20

Failure to attain horizontal

Up to 0.10

Failure to hold one second

* LEVER
(0.60)

LEG BALANCE
IN FORWARD
PASSÉ
(0.20)

0.10

Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)

STRETCH JUMP
(0.40)

0.10

Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

0.10

Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement

0.10

Failure to maintain hand contact on beam upon landing

* CARTWHEEL
TO 3/4 SIDE
HANDSTAND
DISMOUNT
(0.60)
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Level 2 Balance Beam Table of Penalties

Refer to General Faults and Penalties for additional deductions.
* Indicates a reversal is allowed
Time: 35 seconds
SYMBOL

Warning: 25 seconds

ELEMENT

DEDUCTION

FAULTS

*MOUNT: JUMP
TO FRONT
SUPPORT
(0.20)

Up to 0.10

Failure to extend body in front support

Up to 0.10

Lack of continuity in ¼ (90°) turn to straddle sit

WHIP SWING TO
PUSH-UP
POSITION,
JUMP TO TUCK
STAND
(0.60)

Up to 0.10

Lack of amplitude of legs on whip swing

Up to 0.10

Failure to land on balls of feet in push-up position and tuck
stand

ARABESQUE
(30°)
(0.40)

Up to 0.10

Failure to lift free leg a minimum of 30° above the beam

Up to 0.10

Failure to hold arabesque one second

Up to 0.10

Failure to swing the back leg a minimum of 45° above the
beam

FORWARD
LEG SWING,
BACKWARD
LEG SWING
(EACH 0.20)

0.20

Failure to show push-up position

RELEVÉ
(0.20)
*LEVER TO
BEAM
(0.60)
LEG BALANCE
IN FORWARD
PASSÉ
(0.20)

0.10

Failure to touch the beam with the fingertips

0.10

Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)

Up to 0.20

Failure to hold two seconds

½ (180°) PIVOT
TURN
(0.20)

Up to 0.10

Lack of sharpness

STRETCH JUMP
(0.40)

0.10

Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

0.10

Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement

*CARTWHEEL
TO SIDE
HANDSTAND
DISMOUNT
(0.60)
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Up to 0.30
0.10

Failure to attain vertical
Failure to maintain hand contact on beam upon landing
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SYMBOL

ELEMENT
SPLIT JUMP
(150º)
(0.40)

SISSONNE
(0.20)

1/1 (360º) TURN
IN FORWARD
PASSÉ (0.40)

* CARTWHEEL
TO SIDE
HANDSTAND,
* ¼ (90º) TURN
DISMOUNT
(0.60)

DEDUCTION
Up to 0.10
0.10

FAULTS
Failure to land with feet closed
Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

Up to 0.20

Insufficient continuity between jumps

Up to 0.10

Insufficient lift of the front leg (less than 45º)

Up to 0.10

Insufficient lift of the back leg (less than horizontal)

0.05

Failure to pause in low arabesque position on landing

0.10

Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)

0.30

Use of heel-snap turn technique

0.10

Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement

Up to 0.30

Failure to attain vertical

Up to 0.20

Failure to hold two seconds

Up to 0.10

¼ (90º) turn incomplete or overturned

Up to 0.10

Failure to maintain hand contact on beam until body passes by
the horizontal plane

Up to 0.60

Failure to complete dismount (these deductions do not include
possible body position faults):
When the gymnast attempts but fails to complete the dismount,
apply the specific deductions as listed for those phases not
performed:
Example: Attempts dismount, does not attain vertical, then
falls:
Deduct Up to 0.30 (failure to attain vertical)
0.20 (not held two seconds)
0.10 (incomplete 90° turn)
= 0.60 for incomplete element + 0.50 (fall)
for a TOTAL OF 1.10
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Level 1 Floor Exercise Table of Penalties

Refer to General Faults and Penalties for additional deductions.
* Indicates a reversal is allowed
SYMBOL

ELEMENT
*¾ HANDSTAND
(0.40)
*CARTWHEEL,
¼ (90°) TURN
INWARD
(0.60)

BACK ROLL
TUCKED
(0.60)
CANDLESTICK
(0.20)
FORWARD
ROLL TUCKED
(0.40)
FORWARD
PASSÉ
BALANCE
(0.40)
FORWARD
CHASSÉ
(0.20)

SPLIT JUMP
(30°)
(0.40)
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DEDUCTION

FAULTS

See General Faults & Penalties
0.10

Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement

Up to 0.30

Failure to pass through vertical

Up to 0.10

Failure to keep head in alignment

0.30

Hands placed on floor during squat phase prior to rolling
backward

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain tuck position as the buttocks touch floor

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain tuck position as buttocks touch floor

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain tuck position during forward roll

0.30

Pushing off the floor with hands to arrive in tuck stand

0.10

Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)

Each 0.05

Failure to pass through demi-plié in and out of forward
chassé

Up to 0.10

Failure to close the legs in the air

0.05

Failure to show squared hips on Leg Swing

0.10

Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

Up to 0.10

Failure to land with feet closed

Up to 0.10

Failure to hold relevé stand one second
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Level 2 Floor Exercise Table of Penalties

Refer to General Faults and Penalties for additional deductions.
* Indicates a reversal is allowed
SYMBOL

ELEMENT

DEDUCTION
Up to 0.30

*HANDSTAND
(0.40)

*ROUND-OFF
(0.60)
BACK ROLL TO
PIKE STAND
(0.40)
CANDLESTICK
(0.20)
BRIDGE, *BACK
KICK-OVER
(0.40)
STRAIGHT LEG
LEAP (60°)
(0.60)
¼ (90°+90°)
TURNS IN
FORWARD
PASSÉ (HEELSNAP)
(0.40)

SPLIT JUMP(60°)
(0.40)

0.10

FAULTS
Failure to attain vertical
Failure to close legs at vertical

Up to 0.10

Failure to hold handstand for one second

Up to 0.30

Failure to pass through vertical

0.10

Failure to land with feet simultaneously

0.30

Hands placed on floor during squat phase prior to rolling
backward

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain tuck position as the buttocks touch floor

Up to 0.20

Failure to maintain tuck position as buttocks touch floor

Up to 0.20

Shoulders not over hands in bridge position

Each 0.30

Extra kicks to establish inverted vertical position on back
kick-over

Up to 0.10

Bending the lead (front) leg on take-off

Each 0.05

Failure to lower heel at completion of each turn

0.10

Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)

0.10

Failure to land on both feet
simultaneously

Up to 0.10

Failure to land with feet closed
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Level 3 Floor Exercise Table of Penalties

Refer to General Faults and Penalties for additional deductions.
* Indicates a reversal is allowed
SYMBOL

ELEMENT
SPLIT JUMP
(90°)
(0.40)
STRETCH JUMP
(0.20)

DEDUCTION
0.10

Failure to land with feet closed

Up to 0.10

Failure to keep legs joined in the air during stretch jump

Up to 0.10

Failure to land with feet closed

Up to 0.10

Failure to maintain arms next to ears & focus on hands
throughout

Up to 0.20
0.10
Each 0.30
0.30
Up to 0.30

*HANDSTAND
FORWARD
ROLL STEP-OUT
WITH STRAIGHT
ARMS
(0.60)

STRAIGHT LEG
LEAP (90º)
(0.60)

0.10
Up to 0.10

Failure to push shoulders behind hands in bridging phase
Failure to land on feet simultaneously on bridge
(no deduction for feet apart or legs bent on landing)
Extra kicks to establish inverted vertical position on back
kick-over
Performs a tic-toc (legs remain separated throughout the
entire skill)
Failure to attain vertical
Failure to close (join) legs at vertical
Failure to hold handstand for one second
Pushing off floor with hands to arrive in tuck stand

0.10

Failure to step out on roll

Up to 0.10
0.30
Up to 0.10

FORWARD
SPLIT
(0.20)

Up to 0.20
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Failure to close (join) legs at vertical

0.30

BACKWARD
ROLL TO
PUSH-UP
POSITION
(0.40)

½ (180°) TURN
IN FORWARD
PASSÉ
(0.20)

Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

Up to 0.10

0.10
*HANDSTAND
TO BRIDGE,
*BACK KICKOVER (120°)
(0.60)

FAULTS

0.20

Bending the lead (front) leg on take-off
Hands placed on floor during squat phase prior to rolling
backward
Hands placed further than shoulder-width apart
Failure to show push-up position
Failure to achieve 180° split position (legs flat on floor)

0.10

Foot in incorrect position (not in forward passé)

0.30

Use of heel-snap turn technique
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